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Data Storage Corporation Expands Its
Message Logic MLArchiver Cloud to the
Global Marketplace
Message Logic's Email Archiving and e-Discovery Solutions Help
Organizations Capture, Index, Analyze, Store, and Retrieve Emails in
Compliance With Regulations and the Legal Discovery Process

GARDEN CITY, NY -- (Marketwired) -- 03/17/15 -- Data Storage Corporation (OTCQB:
DTST) -- Message Logic, a leading provider of email archiving and e-discovery solutions,
today announced the availability of MLArchiver Cloud in the UK, France, Germany,
Switzerland and Spain. MLArchiver is a unique email archiving service that meets worldwide
demand for archiving, analytics and legal discovery requirements faced by companies in all
industries.

This expanded offering is a unique combination of the Message Logic technology for
compliant email archiving and cloud computing, which provides the scalability, security and
market localization needed for organizations to meet regulatory, legal and internal corporate
governance requirements.

Message Logic has added new language support for French, Spanish, and German to
provide more localization of its software for these newly supported regions. "These are just a
few of the international markets we intend to support using our Cloud partners, which
include Amazon Web Services, IBM Softlayer and VMware vCloud. By working with these
partners we can offer services to nearly all the major markets. This is the first step in an
international expansion," said Stephen Catanzano, EVP of Message Logic at Data Storage
Corporation.

In every industry worldwide -- Finance, Government, Education, Healthcare, Biotech,
Manufacturing and more, organizations are challenged with the requirement to turn emails
into corporate records, and to retain and produce them when requested. MLArchiver Cloud
satisfies these regulations and internal policies, which makes it simple and easy to comply.
An orderly retention, management and deletion process is needed to effectively manage the
millions of emails created by an organization. It can be an overwhelming task to locate email
records, validate the accuracy and produce them in a compliant manor. This complete
solution can quickly index millions of messages and make the legal discovery process easy
and cost effective.

MLArchiver Cloud is one of three email archiving solutions from Message Logic. In addition,
the company provides virtual software, VMwareReady, HyperV, Xen, and a physical
appliance.

About Message Logic

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1182047&id=5665105&type=1&url=http%253a%252f%252fwww.messagelogic.net%252f


Message Logic is a business unit of Data Storage Corporation that delivers regulatory
compliant email archiving and analytics as Cloud and customer site solutions. The company
specializes in meeting all email archiving regulatory requirements for all industries, and
provides a solution that combines archiving with analytics to deliver a new level of advanced
capabilities. For more information, visit www.messagelogic.net

Data Storage Corporation, a Cloud Services Provider, is an 14-year veteran in cloud storage
and computing providing infrastructure and software as a service focused on data protection,
disaster recovery, business continuity and compliance solutions that assist organizations in
protecting their data, minimizing downtime and ensuring regulatory compliances. For more
information, visit www.datastoragecorp.com
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